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Small Miracles by Nathalie Augier de Moussac  

 

Milagritos, literally “small miracles”, are tiny metal votive offerings Mexican Catholics attach to a 

saint in order to receive assistance, or to manifest gratitude. They are silent and anonymous 

testimonies whose purpose is to attest to divine intercession. As such, the votive figure is a 

tangible trace of a miracle, just like the miraculous image of the Virgin of Guadalupe, which 

according to the tradition, appeared on the cape of the indigenous man Juan Diego in 1531. 

 

This acheiropoietes image is the materialized expression of the Virgin’s gratitude to Juan Diego, who 

so persuasively interceded with the religious authorities to make her wish come true: the 

construction of a marian sanctuary on the hill of Tepeyac in Mexico City. Furthermore, the fact 

that She chose Mexico to incarnate herself through her printed image, could very well explain the 

relationship Mexican people have come to develop with prodigious images.   

 

Alinka Echeverría confronts us with a gallery of animals, plants, human figures, anatomical parts 

(here a stomach, there a pair of eyes) belongings, transport devices (trucks, airplanes), which the 

photographer has taken out of their context: the shrine of the Virgin of Juquila in the State of 

Oaxaca, another miraculous virgin of the Mexican pantheon who is said to have survived a fire 

that destroyed the entire village as well as her sanctuary, yet spared her statue.   

 

Once more she uses icons of Mexican Catholicism to re-examine her country’s representation. 

Echeverría pursues her conceptual approach of documentary photography by isolating and 

photographing each item straightforwardly with neutral light. Each milagrito is placed at the centre 

of a piece of red cloth, simply hanging from the same string and pin it came with when she 

bought it outside the shrine. Her decontextualised work forces the spectator to focus on the 

objects and to question the function of their presentation: the choice of the red colour, the 

wooden boxes in which each print has been framed, the dark room. 

 

With an economy of colours –  blood red, gold to represent the rich liturgical decorum – and a 

parsimonious use of light, she may be alluding not only to the sacramental values of the milagritos 

but also to the political context of Mexico. Together with her work The Road to Tepeyac, the Small 

Miracles collection indirectly addresses the economical and social situation of Echeverría’s native 

country: a country of miracles, if we are to trust the great number of Catholic believers who 

inhabit Mexico or have their origins there. On the other hand, the “miracle” of the The North 
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American Free Trade Agreement is not yet tangible, and images of violence spread daily across 

the country’s national papers.  

 

The combination of interactions - the amplification of their original thumbnail size and the 

dramatic installation- make the milagritos more remarkable and help turn these humble figures into 

mirabilia, literally “ admirable, stunning, marvellous things” in Latin, a genre which her 

photographs of the polymorph representations of the miraculous Image of the Guadalupe belong 

to. However, her intervention goes one step further.  She is not just questioning the reproduction 

of a sacred image. She is now reversing the process of desecration induced by the mechanical 

reproduction of the camera by deliberately adding sacredness to images which are mere 

mechanical reproductions of objects of faith. In this process of sacralisation, she to draws 

attention and respect to the humble people which these milagritos have come to represent. 

 

And last, but not least, the act of decontextualizing her subject - the votive figures- from their 

production and their consumption's background, allows the photographer to leave aside clichés 

about exoticism that we Europeans expect from Mexico. 

 

The concept exposed here is not an ethnic but an anthropological one.  

It reintroduces the act of looking as a cultural process. 
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